So What’s in a Word…
the word Argentine that is?
by Kelly Brown

Palmira’s leg which shows the amount of
leg wool on her FRONT leg.
Just as many llama owners before
me and those sure to follow, when the
llama bug first bit me I felt compelled
to learn more. The internet being such a
wonderful educational tool soon led me
through Chilean, Bolivian, and Peruvian
llamas and then finally, and seeming not
as common, to Argentine llamas. I was
intrigued. What was different about this
group of llamas that they had taken so
long to turn up? Turned out that they
were a relatively recent import, still few
in number in comparison to imports from
other countries and therefore, somewhat
rare. Are they different from other llamas?
Yep…they are.
I was immediately attracted by the
traits that were obviously different and
even though my breeding program hadn’t
formulated itself yet, started slowly
building a small herd of pure Argentines.

As their number grew so did my breeding
program take on its identity. Now when
I look over my animals I am very clear
about how I would like to see Argentine
traits blended for the positive with the
balance of the llama population.

9 month old with fiber “beard”.
When I look at Palmira, one of my girls
who is as fine an example of an Argentine
as you ask for, I can picture combining her
dense, dense fiber coverage with some of
my stretchy silkies. Argentines were bred
for fiber over 100’s of years. Their abundant
fleece is fine, dense and fast growing. It
is also speculated that orphaned Vicuna
females were adopted into Argentine herds
Palmira full body. Neck shows one
year of re-growth in fiber also awesome
top line (Argentines tend to
have VERY straight backs and are
nicely proportioned.)

9 month old front legs already showing
trademark bone size and fiber coverage.
and as such have added some of their
wondrous fiber qualities to the Argentine
population. These are all qualities I would
like to see passed on and blended with the
array of colors and fiber types present in
other llamas. For example, breeding for a
tall, stretchy body with abundant, dense,
fast growing suri fiber. Many Argentines
Continued on page 22…
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boned example) is their trademark heavy
bone. They often remind me of a draft
horse or even a mammoth when you look
at their wool too…heavy boned animals
that some how manage to look graceful.
I love this look. Argentine Kobra, Don
Zunca, Sarmiento and Omar are several
original imports that have managed to
pass this on more often than not and their
offspring in turn have been able to do the
same. There are definitely llamas out there
that could use an injection of this type of
bone to their genetic makeup giving them
a more robust and solid appearance.

…Continued from page 21

Iceman front leg - sometimes fiber
coverage takes the form of tight curls
on the legs such as picture.
have front leg fiber down to their toes…
wouldn’t that be an amazing trait to see in
all llama fiber types?!

Another trait and one that appears to
be harder to consistently breed (although
I can honestly say I’ve yet to see a fine
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Lastly, but to me just as important, is
the gentle and mellow personality that the
majority of Argentines are endowed with.
Calm, manageable animals are a benefit to
all of us breeding better stock no matter
what type of fiber or bone present.

I am truly excited about the
contribution Argentines can make to the
llama population. Since their numbers
are still relatively low their impact is only
now slowly emerging but as more full and

Mercurio - 1 year fiber regrowth evident
on neck - very find and dense - fabulous
colour and ears
crosses make names for themselves in the
show rings and fleece contests, their mark
will become distinctly recognizable. And
definitely desirable too.

ALSA SANCTIONED LLAMA & ALPACA
November 7 – 9, 2008
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
Come join the NAILE The Wor lds Largest Purebred Livestock
show. Be part of the camelid portion of this event.
Double Llama Show -Including Minis - single llama fiber show
Single Alpaca Show - Including Alpaca Walking Fiber

News Alert!!
Animal Health Requirement Change - effective 1-1-08
*No more brucellosis or tb testing!!!!!
See website for details - northamericanllama-alpacashow.com *These requirements only
apply to camelids coming from free states. Always have your vet check with State of KY.

One show fee-unlimted classes-

There is a single entry fee for unlimited classes entered by the same handler and
llama.
Bring along a second handler (youth or adult) and let them use the animal you have already entered under the “unlimited
classes for same handler and llama” and enter that second handler for a low per class charge. See website for how it works!

MORE GOOD NEWS!!!
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Thanks to NAILE and our sponsors, premiums will be paid this year.
SPONSORS ARE NEEDED AND WELCOME.
MANY DIFFERENT SPONSORSHIP LEVELS AVAILABLE. See website for details.

northamericanllama-alpacashow.com
For information: Mary Jo Miller 502-350-4525 – brookscrkllamas@bellsouth.net
Show sponsored by the Kentucky Llama and Alpaca Association

Unbelievable Fiber
Robust and Heavy Boned
Beautifully Balanced Proportions
Super Straight Toplines
Gentle Dispositions

Showing Your
Argentine!
by Natalie Langowski

If you are reading this magazine, or this article, it means that
you love llamas. One of the best activities to do with llamas is
to take them out and get them in to the show ring. Most people
that are competitive will love to show. Whether you have been
showing for years, or you are just considering the idea of showing,
Argentines are great to show in the ring for many reasons. They are
incredibly unique looking, have great personalities, and everyone
recognizes that you have one. I would like to talk about some
ways to get your Argentine out into the show ring and perform
at its best.

Formerly Bred in B.C. Llama Company

Now Fortune Creek Llamas

Home to Canada’s Only Full Argentine Herd

Call 250-546-0066 or
e-mail kellybrown@telus.net

To start, you must prepare your Argentine to perform in the
ring. Yes, this does include the entire grooming process. I am
sure that you are overwhelmed that it is a lot of wool to brush,
wash, and that it takes a lot of effort to make them look great.
Really, it isn’t as hard as it looks. First of all, the most important
thing to remember is that you don’t have to do it all at once. Take
your time. Remember, if it is making you tired, it is most likely
making your Argentine tired, too. I would suggest that you start
at the bottom and work your way up, it is essential to hit every
wooly spot that you can. Another great idea would be to wash
your Argentine. With the build up of dirt and debris, the fleece
does not have the luster and the movement that it should. Another
helpful tip for bathing Argentines would be to make sure that they
air dry after you wash them. In addition, make sure that there is
not a strong wind in the forecast. Argentines are extremely dense,
and if you were to blow them, or have them in a windy spot,
it will blow their coat and make them appear even fluffier than
most desire. Now that you have the knowledge and understand
the essentials, you have no choice but to show them in the ring.
When showing an Argentine, it is very similar to showing
another llama. Your primary goal is to make your animal look
and feel the best it possibly can, while still having fun while you
are showing. I have also come to find that Argentines are very
smart and relaxed. Even when you are taking them out for the
first time, they perform extremely well. They are very calm, and

Experience
FrequenSea Wellness Benefits:
• Nourishes the Brain, Eyes and Nerves
• Supports Cardiovascular Health
• Supports Healthy Cholesterol Levels
• Supports Healthy Blood Sugar Levels
• Supports a Healthy Liver
• Supports Better Sleep
More Information and Orders:

WWW.TheOceansGarden.com &
www.MotherNatureHeals.com
Phone orders: 1-888-887-4654

– Amazing Marine Phytoplankton
Super Food from The Ocean’s Garden.
FrequenSea™ contains whole food
phytoplankton harvested on a pristine
sea farm in the Pacific Northwest.
Marine phytoplankton is the first plant
on earth and contains 400 times the
energy of any known plant. Whales
live on it. It is a major source of the
earth’s oxygen supply. The nutritional
analysis of marine phytoplankton is
second to none.
These statements have not been evaluated by the FDA. This product
is not intended to treat, diagnose, cure or prevent any disease.

it is not essential to have the Argentine
include a lot of training out in public.
Although it is always hard at the first show
with any animal, the second or third show
will definitely prove that your Argentine
knows its proper etiquette. The greatest
and most important part of showing is to
make sure your animal walks with you,
stops and stands still, and lets the judge
handle them.

I hope that these tips that I have
been able to share with you give you a
better understanding of the Argentine
llamas. I have been showing Argentines
for the past three years, and I must say that
they are a joy to show off. With fourteen
years of experience in showing llamas,
these last three have been my favorite.
Please remember the few tips that I have
been able to share with you; get your
Argentine as clean as possible, make sure
they meet the minimal training criteria,
and most of all, have fun showing off the
great animal you love.
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